
Minutes 

Arts & Aesthetics Committee 

 

October 25, 2015 

 

Present 

Jane Baldwin, Suzanne Visor, Jim Middleton, Ann Walton, Bobby Jones, Bob Wood, Elizabeth 

Runyon, Eliza Schmid, and Bruce Little. 

 

Approval of September Minutes 

Jane called the meeting to order at 12:25 PM.  Suzanne moved acceptance of the Minutes of the 

September meeting; Elizabeth seconded, and the motion carried. 

 

Sales for Studio Art Quilters Association Show 

 Elizabeth reported that The Church Treasurer had not yet given her a final count of the Mercado 

sales, but she estimated them around $500, making it one of the best Mercados ever.  In addition, one quilt 

had been sold off the wall for another $200. 

 

Report on Use of Credit Card Device 

 Elizabeth, Jane and Bob reported on the use of credit cards for sales at the Mercado.  Although Jane 

had personally accompanied the buyer along with the sales form to the office, where the credit card 

transaction took place, for the first few sales using credit cards, it worked equally well for the buyer simply 

to take the sales form to the office by herself for the transaction and then return with the receipt to the 

Mercado and get the item from the cashier. 

 

Voting for the Eleanor Bailey Award 

 Elizabeth reported that Jennifer Day had received the most votes for the best artist among the quilters 

at the current exhibit. 

 

Artists' Return of the 2016 Commit Letters 

 Jane said that Joshua Willis had not committed to show because of a conflict in his schedule.  Eliza 

said that Shira L'Heureux should take his place for the July 9-August 27 show.  Jessica Chao and Kori 

Kobayashi have not yet responded for the Asian American show, but Elizabeth will get in touch with them. 

 

All Member Show Progress 

 Sally, the sponsor of the show, was not present.  Several members reported difficulty downloading 

the entry forms from the church website.  Ann said she would bring copies of the required forms to the 

church office so that additional copies could be made and placed in the committee's cubbyhole. 

 

Review Prospective Calendar for 2016 

 Eliza said she had no way to contact Alex Beach, who is partially homeless and lacks a computer, so 

there was no commit letter for him at this point.  We don't know who will show with Shira L'Heureux.  

Bonnie Maldonado has not yet responded, but Bill and Elsa d'Ellis could take an entire exhibit by themselves 

since their styles were different. 

 

How to Make Receipt Copies Legible 

 Jane demonstrated how to write up a receipt that would be legible on all three copies by pressing 

down hard using a fine point pen and using a hard surface to support the receipt book.  It was noted that for 

each sale, in addition to writing the receipt, the purple scarf person should make an entry in the inventory 
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form and write on the envelope containing the payment.  A red dot should also be placed on the card on the 

wall beside the item. 

 

Miscellaneous Other Matters 

 Suzanne said we should make sure that everyone on the committee had all the necessary forms.  Bob 

suggested putting all the committee forms on the web.  Jim said that could work, but in the past there have 

always been problems. 

 Jane observed that because the patio mercados were always held on the second Sunday of the month, 

our mercados were sometimes held on the second Sunday of an exhibit rather than the first so that the two 

mercados would not compete with each other. 

 Jane announced that the MacDonalds were still on the committee but had withdrawn from sponsoring 

exhibits because of their health problems.  They still liked to be involved in designing new shows. 

 Jane also announced that she would not serve as chair in 2016.  Jim said he would be resigning from 

the committee at the end of this year. 

 

Adjournment 

 The meeting adjourned at 1:25 PM. 

 

      Respectfully submitted, 

      Bob Wood, Secretary 


